Metal Tops MTOP40 / 77 / 26 / 49 / 63
MTOP77

Metal Tops are available in 18 powder coat
colors to match your cabinets perfectly.
Our Metal Tops feature a one inch overhang at the
front and sides, consistent with the look and feel of
fine furniture. It is flush at the back, so your setup
can be placed right up against a wall. Simply place
the top over your cabinets for a snug fit that adds
virtually no height to the setup. It really pulls your
configuration together. It makes for a stunning top
for your TV stand, credenza or AV furniture. Metal
is also your most eco-friendly choice.

Not sure when to use a Mica Top versus a Metal Top?
Metal Tops are available in the same 18 powder coat colors as our cabinets, so
they match perfectly. Mica Tops are only available in 11 mica laminates,
laminated to wood. Mica tops are flush with the end of the cabinet it sits on,
with no side overhang. This allows them to be used in L-Shaped or U-Shaped
setups, like the one at left, where you want to butt a taller stack next to a lower
setup. The side overhang on the metal top would get in the way. Mica Tops are
a bit more scratch resistant. If you plan to use it as a working counter surface,
you should consider Mica. Metal tops are durable enough for most things.

Mica Top

MTOP49

FEATURES
- Tops are recess custom fitted - no tools or installation required
- Made from18 ga cold rolled steel with polished welded frame
- Transfers the weight of heavy objects to the cabinet frame
- Metal tops add no height to setups - metal thickness only
- Durable baked on powder coat finish available in 18 colors.
- Eco-friendly steel is recyclable - it won’t end up in landfill
- Ties your configuration together as one unit - looks great!
Metal Tops are available in a variety of sizes

MTOP63

MTOP40: For one standard width cabinet (39-3/4" W x 1" H x 21" D)
MTOP77: For two standard width cabinets side-by-side (77-1/2" W x 1" H x 21" D)
MTOP26: For one narrow cabinet (25-1/2" W x 1" H x 21" D)
MTOP49: For two narrow cabinets side-by-side (49" W x 1" H x 21" D)
MTOP63: For a narrow cabinet next to a standard width cabinet (63-1/4" W x 1" H x 21" D)
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